Global Pumps
- your partner of choice
At Global Pumps we understand that every client has
different requirements and different approach on
servicing of pumps.
Our thinking is to understand and be flexible to support
these differences.
We offer a diverse range of Pump repair services suited
to the clients who requires an individual service to
complement his maintenance or who requires a
comprehensive solution to help lower the cost of
ownership of his Pumps over their complete life cycle .
Pumps undergo huge stresses during operation,
particularly under harsh pumping environments.
Therefore care must be taken to make sure that pumps
are maintained appropriately and repaired when
needed.

Global Pumps’s engineers are skilfully trained to
perform complete pump repair services for all models of
pumps. Global Pumps offers pump repair services at
various places around the the country, tactically
positioned to minimize the time pumps are unavailable.

Our Services
At Global Pumps, we provide you with a maximum of
support over your Pump’s life cycle. Through a
successful mixture of key elements like :
•
•
•
•

Good proactive planning
World-class know-how
Careful customising of services to your
operational requirements,
Complete understanding Pump operation and
maintenance,

Global Pumps guarantees to improve your investment
and provide high quality service depending on your
requirement , ultimately , whatever your choice is ; our
task is to ensure that the availability of pump is
maintained.
Irregular or unprofessional maintenance could result in
expensive downtime with subsequent loss of production
or increased power cost affecting your profitability, and
to ensure that will never happen, Global Pumps with its
factory trained engineers have compiled
a collection of after sales services that ensures
nonstop availability of your pumping system, running
as efficiently and economically as possible.
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Periodic Inspections
Routine upkeep is the key for assuring optimal
performance. For an inspection agreement, our specialists
evaluate the pump, record results and make maintenance
recommendations as appropriate. This is primarily done to keep
a continuous tab on the health of the pump and to ensure
adequate care is provided to the pump for proper up keep
of the same.

Annual Maintenance Plan
Our Annual Maintenance plan covers all periodic servicing
which will include 3 regular visit and one overhauling visit which
would ensure that preventive upkeep is taken care of.
We will ensure that quality spare parts are supplied
at an extra cost which will ensure from any risk of failure or
faulty parts.

Fixed Price Repair
Fixed price repair is a plan, ideal for large companies who
have a Maintenance team exclusively maintaining the pump
working there and that special guidance is required for certain
diagnostics / overhauls or any other professional service can be
made available for a lump sum charge.

Operation and Maintenance Contract
O&M contracts is a plan , ideal for organizations who have a
fleet of pumps and do not want to have a separate
maintenance team . We with our factory trained engineers
would set up a 24/7 maintenance team within the factory
premises to provide operation and expert maintenance
solution which will ensure availability of the pump at all times
working at optimum efficiency.
This plan would ensure that complete responsibility is taken up
and best practices is followed
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